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Abstract: The novel coronavirus has taken aback the entire world by its merciless outbreak.With an appalling nature of its spread 

and no effective means to fortify the public against the infection effective vaccine or therapy, a dangerous virus has shaped itself 

into a global pandemic devouring thousands of humans by the moment. In the present state of affairs, more than ever, the requisites 

for protecting societal well-being dominates any other aspect of a particular locality. While the inter continental scientific 

community gallops towards effective vaccines, the bug of technology has surely bitten the globe thereby all the countries are 

bringing up suitable technologies which can barricade the proliferation of coronavirus in the society. The agenda of this paper is to 

review existing technologies that aid societal health protection and recommend some possible approaches which will assist the 

mentioned scenario.  

 

In the event of a pandemic, monitoring and tracking asymptomatic people is a matter of public health concern. As a direct measure, 

we believe that wearable devices will be extremely useful in public health management in a country where manpower is considered 

to be a resource like India. While not all technologies might show major improvements, the use of smart wearables can greatly 

improve the tracking and recording the important vitals of a user in continuous intervals in order to understand more about the 

actual histonomy of the patient and how it can be improved. It can also be used as an emergency measure when the patient’s life is 

in danger where the patient cannot contact emergency medical care such as heart stroke, cardiac arrest or any breathing anomalies 

which can help save the patient much faster. With the addition of much more functionalities into the wearable devices it will be 

easier to identify many abnormalities in a human’s body and thereby prevent various life threatening conditions.  

 

This paper highlights the development of one such useful wearable device -WEARABLE COVID COMPANION analogous to a  

watch that is built on the basis of the technology Internet of Medical things, Smart Healthcare, Internet Of Things and hence will 

reckon itself indispensable during the challenges of modern day and generations to come by and aid the human race to face any 

fatal epidemic and as a result.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The covid 19 pandemic has engulfed the Indian subcontinent as well as affected the people on a global scale where it had not only 

caused damage physically but also socially and mentally. This paper is an ensemble effort in introspecting every aspect which is 

related to shielding the public health by the deployment of various evolved and unacknowledged, yet,potential technologies which 

can aid the Earth in battling the present appalling circumstances. Although the COVID-19 pandemic is unceased in the moment, 

and it is too early to fully mensurate the evident edge of digital technologies to the pandemic requite actions, it is an agreeable 

notion that the cornerstones of flattening the curve of Covid-19 cases are the paragon of technology and the conglomerated concept 

of social health. Hence, the technology which amalgamates both the domains of Internet of Things and Medical Sciences -Internet 

of Medical Things, can keep the population aware and informed regarding their health. To tackle such problems, a new urge has 

surfaced such as to develop new innovations in this needed hour, while quick wearable diagnostics are urgently deployed in order 

to contain COVID-19 infections, as well as to monitor and cease the infection control of coronavirus. In the event of a pandemic, it 

will reduce the strain on testing facilities and health infrastructure by allowing asymptomatic individuals to be monitored remotely. 

1.1 Introduction to Smart Health Care at Early Development Stages 

During the last few decades, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have been widely embraced in the health-care 

environment to make health-care access and delivery more convenient and cost-effective. Its deployment has resulted in the creation 

of Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems which keep track of a patient's whole medical history (current prescriptions, 

vaccinations, lab results, current diagnosis, and so on) and may be quickly shared among different doctors. 
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On the other hand, digital health care has evolved over time rather quickly, from merely keeping electronic patient data in patient 

Web portals to allowing greater flexibility and ease in healthcare administration, and is now known as linked health care. 

Smartphones and mobile applications collect data from wearables, together with wireless technologies (such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 

and long-term evolution), which are used in connected health care to let patients communicate with their clinicians without having 

to see them regularly. A normal hypertensive patient, for example, might visit his or her doctor every six months to report daily 

blood pressure readings. With a monitoring app, the patient may send daily or weekly blood pressure readings to his or her doctor, 

allowing him or her to spot a problem and react sooner. Since the quantity of data created by merging smart health devices with IoT 

sensors is enormous, the term "big data" is commonly used to describe this type of information. Application of good analytic 

technology to Big Data can assist physicians in providing useful data, allowing them to make timelier, educated choices and take 

proactive actions for improved health management. 

 

Figure 1 The working protocol of digital healthcare devices. 

Table 1 Comparison of Traditional medicine with Modern healthcare 

Name Traditional medicine Modern medicine 

Point of care The clinic or laboratory is referred to as the point-of-care. The patient is the point-of-care. 

Basis Based on population Depending on the individual 

Relation The order of things Collaboration 

Data Analysis Individual experience is the most important factor. Analyze as much data as you want 

Price Factor Quite pricey Moore's law has lowered costs 

Data rights Institutionally owned data The patient's data is his or hers to keep and distribute. 

 

 

Furthermore, this section covers the essential technologies behind smart healthcare, their current state in various domains and their 

issues. 

 

1.2 Technological advancements in healthcare approach towards covid-19: 

 

The human era has moved a long way and in the advancement of technology IoMT and Telemedicine are two powerful weapons in 

the improvement of HealthCare, in the contemporary world. 

 

1. IoMT 

 

The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is defined as the application of the well-known Internet approach's fundamentals, principles, 

tools, techniques, and concepts to the medical and healthcare sectors and domains. When medical services are required to be 

delivered in some remote places, the proposed IoMT concepts play a critical role. The application of IoMT concepts and techniques 

has transformed healthcare, medical operations, and services. 

 

The current hard circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic makes it imperative for medical people, staff, healthcare workers, and 

others to provide more impacting, productive, and successful services and treatments to their patients. During the COVID-19 

pandemic, this comprehensive research provides a feasible method of providing medical care to orthopedic patients using an IoMT 

strategy. In this pandemic, orthopedic patients have numerous challenges, including visiting medical institutions, purchasing 

medications, testing, and reporting. The IoMT technique makes it easier and more effective to handle these challenges. 
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Figure 2 Advantages of IOMT in battling Covid-19 

 

 

2.Telemedicine : is a way to gather information about patients remotely and it's becoming increasingly popular due to social 

isolation measures and cost-effectiveness. Smartwatches and other wearable IoT devices are effective in collecting patient vitals 

and can be easily managed and secured to protect patient information and hence have revolutionized the effects of Telemedicine 

greatly. 
 

Challenges faced with the employment of IOMT and Telemedicine: 

1. Security and privacy: Security and privacy are major concerns in healthcare, as breaches and hacking can lead to sensitive 

patient information being leaked and sensor data being tampered with, which would negate the benefits these technologies promise. 

2. Risk of failure:Sensors and equipment can be impacted by hardware or power failures, putting healthcare operations at risk. 

Skipping software updates can be hazardous. 

3. Integration:IOMT  protocols and standards lack uniformity, preventing full integration and limiting potential effectiveness. 

4. Cost: While IOMT promises to reduce the cost of healthcare in the long-term, the cost of its implementation in hospitals and 

staff training is quite high. 

5.Care Delays: Due to high requirements ,the telemedical personnel might not be readily available to attend to an individual’s 

health concern and might lead to unfortunate incidents.  

2 A smart wearable device-Wearable Covid Companion 

Wearables continue to be the most popular item on the market. Apple and Android, two major mobile technology companies, 

are improving and upgrading their genuine wearables, providing additional health tracking functions. And the rest of the world 

isn't bashful about following suit, resulting in a plethora of multi-purpose mini devices.  

This portion of the paper has envisaged the development of Wearable Covid Companion including its 3 dimensional model as 

well as its block diagram while explaining about its working. 

III.Description: 

WEARABLE COVID COMPANION is a smart wearable that captures information such as a person's temperature, pulse, heart rate 

and oxygen levels. These readings are then immediately transferred to a government-managed database through SMS or server, 

where they may be seen by physicians or the public health agency. 

Healthcare professionals can be notified via text message when an individual's temperature exceeds acceptable parameters or their 

oxygen saturation dips beneath the standard levels. This serves as a preventive measure for not only the person in question, but also 

those they have come into contact with. The system scans for nearby Bluetooth devices on a recurrent basis and records their data. 

If any anomalies are detected upon updating the database, an SMS is dispatched to the affected person and anyone else with whom 

they have interacted, encouraging them to take necessary precautions and self-quarantine. 

 

3.1 Components Used: 

1. 2 SEEDUINO’S 

2. RYB 080I(Bluetooth) 

3. MAX030100(Oximeter sensor) 

4. DS18B20(Temperature sensor) 
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5. SMS900(GSM MODULE) 

3.2. Working mechanism: 

               This smart band contains the above components and functions as per the below block diagram: 

 

 

Figure 3 Block Diagram of Working mechanism 

As depicted in the accompanying illustration, the utilization of dual SEEEDUINO units is a necessity in this undertaking, as the 

GSM and Bluetooth sensors necessitate distinct transmission/reception protocols. The employment of a solitary SEEEDUINO 

would have resulted in detrimental interference with said protocols. 

The SEEEDUINO (1) procures data from the Oximeter, including vital signs such as pulse rate and oxygen saturation. 

Simultaneously, the Bluetooth sensor obtains information from individuals who have had contact with the wearer of the intelligent 

band. This data is then analyzed and transmitted to the SEEEDUINO (2), where thermal measurements are also obtained and 

amalgamated with the information collected by SEEEDUINO (1). 

 

The entirety of this data is imparted to the GSM component, which subsequently transmits it via SMS to a government-operated 

toll-free number, which is employed to collect data and upload it to the database. The data in this database is segregated by reference 

id and personal information. In the event of any discrepancies in the data, the specific id will be marked, and a protocol will be 

initiated in which various SMS will be dispatched to the individual, as well as to those with whom they have had contact, to take 

precautionary measures and isolate, or, via a server which directly updates the database at the expense of mobile data connection 

(internet). 

 

We chose to upload data to the database through SMS as the default method since the government may give a toll-free number to 

which the data may be provided at no additional cost, and SMS will be received and notified whether or not a person has a 

smartphone. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3 Dimensional design models: 

This is an initial design and will be changed according to our ideation for different advanced versions of 

Wearable Covid Companion. 
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Figure 4 View of charging port for Wearable Covid Companion 

 

 

Figure 5 View of antenna for the GSM module for Wearable Covid Companion 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Top view of Wearable Covid Companion 

 

Figure 7 The placement of Oximeter and Temperature sensors in Wearable Covid Companion 
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